Academic English Pre-Matriculation Program

Speaking Track

Session 1: Aug 8–29, 2024
Session 2: Aug 29–Sept 20, 2024

LAUNCH YOUR UCHICAGO SUCCESS!

AEPP-Speaking is a three-week, intensive academic program that gives you linguistic and cultural knowledge above and beyond what is required for admission to UChicago. The speaking projects entail significant reflection, discussion, and cultural components. You will explore the identity of Chicago as well as the issues it faces, which will prepare you to apply your future academic work in a broader cultural and professional context.

AEPP is amazing! I have never experienced such a good speaking course, where you can not only gain the skills of speaking but also the courage and passion you need for speaking.

~2023 AEPP-Speaking student

Registration:
Contact your Admissions or Dean of Students Office
Cost: PhD $500; Masters $700

Connect with us online:
Facebook.com/uchicagoeli
Instagram: @uchicagoeli
#AEPP2024
Academic English Pre-Matriculation Program
Writing Track

Session 1: Aug 8–29, 2024
Session 2: Aug 29–Sept 20, 2024

LAUNCH YOUR UCHICAGO SUCCESS!

AEPP has truly exceeded my expectations! My instructor consistently provided a wealth of interesting, in-depth materials for us, fostering a rich exchange of perceptions and knowledge. I’ve also had the pleasure of meeting many fascinating people, some of whom I will cherish as lifelong friends.

-2023 AEPP-Writing student

AEPP-Writing is a three-week, intensive academic program that gives you linguistic and cultural knowledge above and beyond what is required for admission to UChicago. The writing projects entail significant research, discussion, and cultural components. You will explore the identity of Chicago as well as the issues it faces, which will prepare you to apply your future academic work in a broader cultural and professional context.

Registration:
Contact your Admissions or Dean of Students Office
Cost: PhD $500; Masters $700

Connect with us online:
Facebook.com/uchicagoeli
Instagram: @uchicagoeli
#AEPP2024